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(abstract) 

Environmen叫 Programmefor The Danube River B匹 in(EPDRB)

The Danube is a most complica1ed river from a political point of view. 13 countries have the 

whole or a substantial part of their territories within the Danube Basin: Germany> Austri~the 
Czech Republic, Slo四~Hungary, S1ovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Yugoslavi~ 
Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova and Ukraine. In 1991:, the joint Environmental Programme for the 

Danube邸 erBasin was established together with西 gove呻 g74匹 kForce which consists of 
representatives of I I major Danube countri屯 NGOsand bilateral and international donors. 
A work plan agreed at the first Task Force meeting set out a 3-year programme comprising short-

term, strategic, environmental and institutional development activities. The coordinating body is 
theD血 abeProgri血血eCoordbuztion Unit (PCU), based in Vienna 

The Task Force畑sestablished three S曲-Groupsin order to est血 sha regional monitoring 
卵 em,a system for reporting accidents and ha7Jlrds, and a basin-wide system for exchanging 
textual information relevant for decision・makers and the general public. The first stage of the 

emergency alarm standardised satellite communication system is operational since April 1997. 
Other actions include the production of a Danube Basin statistical Year Book on water quality. 

The first edition is to be published in 1998. 

The Danube Strategic Action Plan Implementation Programme 
The Danube Strategic Action Plan Implementation Programme (SIP) has been designed to give 
e任ectto the Danube SAP. It makes a positive and concrete contnoution to the rehabilitation of the 
Danube environment, up to and including the receiving waters of the Black Sea. The SIP has a 
buih-in provision for societal participation (through NGOs) in the process of implement.ation. .The 
SIP addresses (demo) actions in five broad groups: Contaminants and Hmnan Health; Sustainable 

Land Use; Wetlands and Nature C叩年匹ion;Sustainable Use of Water Resources; Institutional 
Capacity Building. The Programme reflects the transboundmy nature of the problems facing the 

Danube countries. A sixth group, Basin Wide Proj~includes long-term approximation and 
cooperation actions, public awaren~raising, general capacity-building activities, applied 
research. The SIP is managed so as to ensure that the Danube countries continue to ]~the 
implementation process and that the donors requirements are met. It will also ensure 
dissemination of results to all Danube countries that have an interest in the results of the demo 
a面ons.SIP actions are at present undertaken with support of the EU Phare and Tacis 

Programmes. 

TheD皿 ubeRiver Protection Convention 
The Danube応verbasin countries and the European Union signed the Con11e, 直'onon 

Cooperation Jo直 ePro'tel:. 血 andS匹血ab"le底 of血応D四心(dieDanube River 

Protection Com四ition)on 29 June 1994, in Sofia. The Convention is aimed at achieving 
sustainable and equitable water management. The signamries have agreed to cooperate on 
fundamental water management issues by taking:'all appropriate legal, administrative and 

technical measures to at least maintain and improve the CU1Tent environmental and water quality 
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conditions of the Danube River and of the waters in its catchment area and to prevent and reduce 
as証 aspoSSJole adverse impacts and changes occurring or likely to be caused'(Art.2.2). An 

Intematio血 lCommis血 nfor血 Protectionof血 DIDUUJe廊 er(ICPDR) will be legally 
established to provide a framework for Ji嘩onalcooperation皿 derthe Convention. 心 interim
ICPDR is in fimctio~ 邸 wellas an Interim International Secretariat. 
The Danube countries agreed start implementing Convention before it comes into force. This will 
occur after all Danube countries have ratified it. Th~the activities now implemented in the 
EPDRB will be transferred to the DRPC. MLilvl and AEWS activities will be incorporated in the 
ICPDR Furthennore the IC has established an Em函 如Expert-group.The present Task force of 
the EPDRB will be transformed into the Proj匹 Manage.証 ntTask Force (PMTF). The PMTF 
will work alongside the International Commission to develop action programmes, to coordinate 
international assistance and to釦ciliweenvironmental investment support (search for investment 
funds). 心 longas donors play a major role in programme assistan屯 theProgramme Coordinator 
(and further stafi) :will be appointed by those donors. 
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